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Abstract

The lunar polar regions offer permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) representing the only regions which are cold enough for

water ice to accumulate on the surface. The Lunar Exploration Neutron Detector (LEND) aboard the Lunar Reconnaissance

Orbiter (LRO) has mapped the polar regions for their hydrogen abundance which possibly resides there in the form of water

ice. Neutron Suppression Regions (NSRs) are regions of excessive hydrogen concentrations and were previously identified using

LEND data. At each pole we applied thermal modeling at three NSRs and one unclassified region to evaluate the correlation

between hydrogen concentrations and temperatures. Our thermal model delivers temperature estimates for the surface and

for 29 layers in the sub-surface down to 2 m depth. As anticipated, we find the three south polar NSRs which are coincident

with PSRs in agreement with locations of hydrogen abundance and their respective (near-)surface temperatures. Water ice is

suspected to be present in the upper [?]19 cm layer of regolith. The three north polar NSRs however lie in non-PSR areas and

are counter-intuitive as such that most surfaces reach temperatures that are too high for water ice to exist. However, we found

that these areas offer ideal conditions for ice pumping and suggest water ice to depths down to [?]35-65 cm. These depths are

observable by LEND and can, at least in part, explain the existence and shape of the observed hydrogen signal. Although we

can substantiate the anticipated correlation between hydrogen abundance and temperature the converse argument cannot be

made.
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Abstract16

The lunar polar regions offer permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) representing the only17

regions which are cold enough for water ice to accumulate on the surface. The Lunar Ex-18

ploration Neutron Detector (LEND) aboard the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO)19

has mapped the polar regions for their hydrogen abundance which possibly resides there20

in the form of water ice. Neutron Suppression Regions (NSRs) are regions of excessive21

hydrogen concentrations and were previously identified using LEND data. At each pole22

we applied thermal modeling at three NSRs and one unclassified region to evaluate the23

correlation between hydrogen concentrations and temperatures. Our thermal model de-24

livers temperature estimates for the surface and for 29 layers in the sub-surface down25

to 2 m depth. As anticipated, we find the three south polar NSRs which are coincident26

with PSRs in agreement with locations of hydrogen abundance and their respective (near-27

)surface temperatures. Water ice is suspected to be present in the upper ≈ 19 cm layer28

of regolith. The three north polar NSRs however lie in non-PSR areas and are counter-29

intuitive as such that most surfaces reach temperatures that are too high for water ice30

to exist. However, we found that these areas offer ideal conditions for ice pumping and31

suggest water ice to depths down to ≈ 35−65 cm. These depths are observable by LEND32

and can, at least in part, explain the existence and shape of the observed hydrogen sig-33

nal. Although we can substantiate the anticipated correlation between hydrogen abun-34

dance and temperature the converse argument cannot be made.35

Plain Language Summary36

The lunar poles have quite unique illumination conditions. For instance, the Sun37

never shines on some crater floors. As a consequence, the floors of those craters are very38

cold and dark. Here, water can freeze on the surface and can be preserved for long pe-39

riods of time. One of the instruments mounted on the Moon-orbiting satellite Lunar Re-40

connaissance Orbiter (LRO) is capable of detecting areas where water ice is located. For41

instance, the instrument detected several areas at the lunar poles where a lot more wa-42

ter ice is found than at other locations. For these special locations we calculated the tem-43

peratures at the surface and near sub-surface to see whether they are indeed cold enough44

for water to freeze. At some of these locations, temperatures turn out to be too warm.45

However, we found that at these warm surfaces where no water ice can exist it can be46

transported into the sub-surface and survive there. This mechanism is referred to as ice47

pumping. In summary, we could show that temperatures at all these special locations48

are usually cold enough for water ice, either right at the surface or within the first me-49

ter of soil.50

1 Introduction51

1.1 Lunar polar environment52

The lunar poles offer a unique environment where extreme illumination and ther-53

mal conditions exist in immediate vicinity to each other. Owing to the small lunar ax-54

ial tilt of 1.5 ◦ with respect to the ecliptic, permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) exist55

in many polar craters (Noda et al., 2008; Bussey et al., 2010; Mazarico et al., 2011). Con-56

sequently the coldest temperatures at the Moon are found within these craters (Paige57

et al., 2010) where the lowest temperatures hover at crushingly cold 20 K (Siegler et al.,58

2015; Williams et al., 2019). On crater rims of such PSRs, however, persistently illumi-59

nated areas can exist offering sunshine at surface level for 80−90 % of the year and even60

> 90 % at two meters above ground (Gläser et al., 2014, 2018). Here temperatures of61

≈ 300 K (Gläser & Gläser, 2019) are possible and hence these areas represent the op-62

posite extreme in illumination and thermal conditions to the nearby PSRs.63
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1.2 Volatile sources, migration and cold trapping64

Over half a century ago Watson et al. (1961) postulated the theory that water ice65

can be cold-trapped in lunar polar craters. Arnold (1979) proposed four potential sources66

for said lunar H2O which are still valid today: solar wind reduction of iron (FeO), H2O67

delivery by asteroids and/or comets, and degassing of endogenic water from the lunar68

interior. Independent of the source, in each of the four scenarios water molecules need69

to migrate to the cold polar areas in order to become trapped within PSRs. Butler et70

al. (1993) and Butler (1997) showed that 20−50 % of water molecules survive the mi-71

gration to the poles via ballistic hops and accumulate in cold traps. In a recent study72

Needham and Kring (2017) estimated that volcanically-derived volatiles alone, degassed73

during mare basalt forming eruptions, could account for all currently observed hydro-74

gen deposits in lunar PSRs. Crider and Vondrak (2002) showed that water deposits im-75

planted by the solar wind proton flux within 100 Myr could also account for all hydro-76

gen detected by the Lunar Prospector Neutron Spectrometer (LPNS) (Feldman et al.,77

1998). Ong et al. (2010) calculated the delivery of water via asteroidal and cometary im-78

pacts and found that either delivery mechanism could account for the observed hydro-79

gen content by LPNS.80

Those water molecules surviving migrations and are deposited in cold traps fur-81

ther are suspect to disruption by sputtering, impact gardening, sublimation, and bom-82

bardment by UV radiation (Ong et al., 2010). At temperatures of 110 K, for instance,83

it would take 1 billion years for a 1-meter-thick ice layer to evaporate (Vasavada et al.,84

1999). Killen et al. (1997) however showed that for temperatures < 112 K the delivery85

of water from meteoroids and asteroids equals or even exceeds the loss rate. Such low86

temperatures are commonly found within PRSs (Paige et al., 2010) suggesting that wa-87

ter ice can not only be trapped there but also survive geologic time-scales.88

1.3 Observations89

Ever since water ice was thought to exist on the Moon, a series of remote sensing90

techniques was applied to detect and quantify potential deposits (e.g. Nozette et al., 1996;91

Feldman et al., 1998; Pieters et al., 2009; Clark, 2009; Paige et al., 2010; Mitrofanov et92

al., 2010; Thomson et al., 2011; Zuber et al., 2012; Benna et al., 2019). Although find-93

ings of previous authors are plentiful, they cannot unambiguously be assigned to the pres-94

ence of water ice but different explanations can be given, e.g. roughness, fresh surface95

material, hydroxyl (OH) bearing minerals etc. Nevertheless, there is direct evidence for96

significant amounts of lunar near-surface water ice in Cabeus crater measured directly97

by the Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) (Colaprete et al., 2010).98

Cabeus’ crater floor is a PSR and was selected as the LCROSS impact site due to ele-99

vated levels of hydrogen reported by both, the LPNS (Feldman et al., 1998) and the Lu-100

nar Exploration Neutron Detector (LEND) (Mitrofanov et al., 2010).101

PSRs are all found near the poles in which temperatures generally are such that102

water ice can exist at surface level. However, Mitrofanov et al. (2012) showed that hydrogen-103

rich regions, the so-called neutron suppressed regions (NSRs), as identified by LEND do104

not necessarily coincide with PSRs. Surprisingly they can also be found in non-PSR ar-105

eas where temperatures are too high for water ice to exist. These occasionally sunlit NSRs106

generally only occur near the lunar north pole whereas NSRs at the lunar south pole usu-107

ally coincide with PSRs. Supporting evidence for the lack of hydrogen deposits in north108

polar PSRs is given in a study by Rubanenko et al. (2019). They evaluated depth-to-109

diameter ratios of simple craters at Mercury and the Moon and found that they become110

distinctively shallower from 75 ◦N/S on polewards. The shallowing is due to infill within111

the craters which is most convincingly explained by water-ice deposits. Only for the lu-112

nar north pole such shallowing could not be confirmed suggesting (almost) ice-free craters.113

A study by Schorghofer and Aharonson (2014) shows a mechanism how water-ice can114
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be diffused into the sub-surface in sunlit areas if the maximum and average temperatures115

stay above 120 K and below 105 K, respectively. Regions offering such conditions can only116

be found near the lunar poles and cover an area larger than the one occupied by PSRs.117

We investigate LEND data in combination with temperature maps. Here, we com-118

pile surface and sub-surface temperature maps since the depth to which neutron remote119

sensing can detect hydrogen is down to ≈ 1 m of planetary regolith (Litvak et al., 2016).120

We show arguments towards the open question whether or not the identified hydrogen-121

rich areas in sunlit areas are due to neutron signals stemming from deeper layers where122

temperatures might be cold enough for water ice to exist.123

2 Data and Method124

For our study we created high-resolution lunar polar LOLA DTMs (Gläser et al.,125

2013) centered on the poles. Both DTMs span 650×650 km and have an original res-126

olution of 20 m/pixel. The resolution was downsampled to 200 m/pixel to accommodate127

limitations in computational capabilities. We defined a total of eight regions of interest128

(RoIs) for which we report illumination and temperature. The RoIs comprise the cen-129

tral 50×50 km subsets of each DTM (see Fig. 1e,2e) as well as regions inside of Cabeus,130

Haworth and Shoemaker craters at the south pole and nearby Peary, Fibiger and Whip-131

ple craters at the north pole. The central regions were chosen due to the extreme illu-132

mination conditions found right near the poles which also translate into extreme tem-133

peratures, hot and cold. The remaining RoIs were chosen based on studies using data134

from LEND which identified them as NSRs (Mitrofanov et al., 2012; Sanin et al., 2017).135

The chosen south polar NSRs correlate (lie within and spread outside) with large, per-136

manently shadowed craters whereas the chosen north polar NSRs conversely lie in warmer137

non-PSR areas (Boynton et al., 2012; Sanin et al., 2012).

  

a b

d e

c

e
b

c

d

Figure 1. The north polar LOLA DTMs have a resolution of 20 m/pixel. (a) 650 × 650 km

north polar DTM with outlines of RoIs. The RoIs are (b) Peary, (c) Whipple, (d) Fibiger craters

and (e) the central polar 50 × 50 km region. All maps are displayed in gnomonic map projection

and are color-coded by heights. For presentation purposes the map sizes are arbitrary and are

not related to each other.

138

The RoIs are synthetically illuminated (Gläser et al., 2014, 2018) at 12h-increments139

over a 19-years time frame to cover all seasonal and orbital illumination conditions (note:140

the lunar precessional cycle lasts 18.6 years). Illumination is derived for each RoI con-141
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Figure 2. The south polar LOLA DTMs have a resolution of 20 m/pixel. (a) 650 × 650 km

south polar DTM with outlines of RoIs. The RoIs are (b) Haworth, (c) Cabeus, (d) Shoemaker

craters and (e) the central polar 50 × 50 km region. All maps are displayed in gnomonic map

projection and are color-coded by heights. For presentation purposes the map sizes are arbitrary

and are not related to each other.

sidering obstructions of the Sun by topography from the respective entire polar 650×142

650 km DTM. Note that we treat the Sun as an extended source taking into account the143

solar-limb darkening effect. At each pixel and time step the instantaneous illumination144

is used as an input to subsequently solve a one-dimensional representation of the heat145

equation to model temperatures. In our model (see Gläser and Gläser (2019) for more146

details) we consider heat conduction in the upper two meters of regolith and derive tem-147

peratures for a total of 30 layers, 29 layers in the sub-surface and 1 layer at the surface148

(compare the first 27 layers given in the first column of Table B1 plus the additional lay-149

ers at 1.25 m, 1.55 m and 1.85 m). Multiple scattering of reflected sunlight by terrain as150

well as thermal re-radiation is considered within a window size of 50×50 km. Scatter-151

ing of sunlight from Earth and thermal re-radiation of an average warm Earth are also152

considered (Gläser & Gläser, 2019; Trenberth & Stepaniak, 2003). Lastly, heat stemming153

from nuclear decay in the lunar interior is modeled via a constant radiogenic heat source154

of 0.016 W/m2 sitting just below our deepest layer.155

3 Results156

We started our investigation from a uniform temperature distribution at each of157

the 30 layers. The surface layer was set to 80 K with temperature declining by 1 K per158

layer. Hence the deepest layer (30 cm wide and centered at 1.85 m in the sub-surface)159

started from a uniform temperature distribution of 51K. The DTMs were then illumi-160

nated in 12-h time-steps for 19 years in order to cover all effects stemming from the 18.6 years161

lunar precessional cycle. The chosen time period was January 01, 1991 at midnight to162

January 1, 2010 at midnight for which roughly the same orbital, seasonal, and hence the163

same illumination conditions occur at the start and end date. Consequently, we can start164

to iterate with the last result as our new initial temperature distribution. We found that165

after five iterations (i.e. 95 a) the largest temperature difference from the forth to the166

fifth iteration was 0.5 K at the deepest layer and 0.02 K at the surface with average val-167

ues being one to two orders of magnitude smaller (numbers correspond to the central168
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RoI at the north pole but are representative for all RoIs presented here). Hence, the so-169

lution after the fifth iteration is considered our equilibrated solution from which we de-170

rived all results presented in this study. In Fig. 3 the instantaneous illumination and tem-171

perature at midnight on January 1, 2010 for the central north polar RoI is displayed at172

four different depths. While the hottest surface temperatures correspond directly to sun-173

lit areas (Fig. 3c), the sub-surface layers show quite a different temperature distribution.174

Here, a convolution of many previously conducted temperature patterns is preserved through175

the low conductivity of the cold upper surface layers and the feasibility of the sub-surface176

regolith to store heat for longer time-scales, i.e. no direct radiation into space.177
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Figure 3. The equilibrated solution (fifth iteration) for the north polar RoI at January 1,

2010 at midnight. (a) The topography of the RoI for context (same as in Fig 1e). (b) Illumi-

nation. Temperature at (c) surface, (d) at 2.25 cm depth, (e) at 11 cm depth, (f) at 185 cm

depth. Maps are centered at the north pole in gnomonic map projection and are color-coded

by (a) heights , (c-f) temperature and (b) gray-scaled and normalized by maximum insolation

(444.49 W/m2).

3.1 Temperature maps178

Starting from the equilibrated solutions at each RoI we derived instantaneous, av-179

erage, depth-to-ice (see section 3.2), minimum and maximum temperature maps over the180

same 19 years period (see Figs. 4,6). In Fig. 4 we show the maximum temperatures reached181

within our considered time-frame at four different depths (surface, 2.25 cm, 11 cm and182

1.85 m) for the central RoI at the south pole. At surface level the maximum tempera-183

tures range here from 23.35 K to 339.07 K and attenuate to 27.91 K to 191.77 K at 185 cm184

depth, respectively (see Fig. 4c+f). Table 1 lists all minimum, maximum average and185

maximum temperatures at four selected depths for all eight considered RoIs.186
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Note that the lowest temperatures at each RoI and depth are identical and are in-187

creasing with depth. These static temperature profiles correspond to areas that are per-188

manently and also doubly shadowed regions where the only remaining heat flux is stem-189

ming from constantly assumed internal heat sources preventing them from cooling down190

even further. At these locations no additional fluxes from multiple scattering or Earth191

shine occur making them the darkest and coldest spots on the Moon. The theoretical192

minimum temperature of 23.05 K at surface level, neglecting conduction and consider-193

ing only an internal heat flux of 0.016 W/m2, is defined by the the Stefan-Boltzmann-194

Law. Since we have not yet reached the theoretical minimum temperatures with our model195

(compare Table 1) additional simulation iterations might be necessary to achieve abso-196

lute equilibrium. However, the differences are considered marginal, e.g. the maximum197

theoretical difference is 0.3 K, and as stated before we assume to have an equilibrated198

solution. Also note that the surface layers are exposed to space and are hence radiat-199

ing with T 4 according to the Stefan-Boltzmann-Law. Consequently the respective sur-200

faces are cooler than the isolated sub-surface layers.201

As expected the highest temperatures occur in the sunlit areas on the surface. Here,202

temperatures attenuate drastically with depth. Maximum average temperatures are rel-203

atively constant through all layers and are virtually identical to the maximum temper-204

ature at the lowest surface layer at 1.85 m depth. Here, temperature changes do not oc-205

cur anymore and temperatures remain constant with respect to diurnal, seasonal and206

precessional cycles.207

T [K]
surface 2.25 cm 11 cm 185 cm

Pole RoI Min/Avg/Max Min/Avg/Max Min/Avg/Max Min/Avg/Max

S

central 23.35/184.18/339.07 23.59/187.39/261.20 23.91/187.82/203.66 27.91/191.66/191.77
Haworth 23.35/182.85/320.82 23.59/193.80/253.88 23.91/194.81/206.88 27.91/198.62/198.65
Cabeus 23.35/188.70/330.89 23.59/200.97/262.02 23.91/202.10/212.77 27.91/205.89/205.92

Shoemaker 23.35/184.10/338.26 23.59/188.02/260.89 23.91/189.06/203.24 27.91/192.89/192.93

N

central 23.35/189.35/330.46 23.59/192.38/255.71 23.91/192.86/204.20 27.91/196.70/196.88
Peary 23.35/180.48/327.22 23.59/192.38/256.75 23.91/193.44/204.43 27.91/197.25/197.32

Fibiger 23.35/183.54/333.72 23.59/195.18/260.61 23.91/196.30/206.47 27.91/200.08/200.13
Whipple 23.35/189.34/330.94 23.59/192.38/256.63 23.91/192.86/204.20 27.91/196.69/196.88

Table 1. Minimum, (maximum) average and maximum temperature are presented for eight

polar RoIs.

3.2 Depth-to-ice maps208

Based on maximum temperature maps of each of our 30 layers (e.g. Fig. 4) depth-209

to-ice maps can be inferred. For this purpose we stacked all maximum temperature maps210

and searched from the top to the bottom layer at which depth the temperature dropped211

below 110 K. We chose this temperature as the limit for the stability of water ice deposits212

(Killen et al., 1997; Vasavada et al., 1999). From Figs. 4b, 5 we can infer that large ar-213

eas of the central south polar RoI, e.g. the inside of Shackleton crater, do not receive214

any direct illumination and classify as PSRs. Here, typical depths at which water ice could215

be stable are either at surface level or within the upper 1 cm layer, compare Fig. 5. Tem-216

peratures at roughly 70 % of the shown area are such that water ice would be stable at217

depth shallower than 1 m.218

Temperature profiles through Shackleton crater, indicated in Fig. 4a,c-f as a black219

line, are shown in Fig. 6. Here we report the maximum, average and minimum temper-220

atures at our four chosen depth layers. For instance, Fig. 6a shows temperature profiles221
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Figure 4. Maximum temperatures reached over the considered time-frame at the central

south polar RoI. (a) The topography of the RoI for context. (b) Maximum illumination. Max-

imum temperature at (c) surface, (d) at 2.25 cm depth, (e) at 11 cm depth and (f) at 185 cm

depth. Maps are centered at the south pole in gnomonic map projection and are color-coded

by (a) heights, (c-f) temperature and (b) gray-scaled and normalized by maximum insolation

(719.53 W/m2). The black line is the location of the temperature profiles displayed in Fig. 6.

at the surface where the maximum temperature profile (red) reaches temperatures > 300 K222

outside the PSR and drops to < 100 K inside the PSR. The average (green) and min-223

imum (blue) temperature profiles follow the same trend as the maximum temperature224

profile but at much lower temperatures with smaller amplitude variations. The topographic225

profiles (black) are highlighted (cyan) where the maximum temperature is below 110 K226

indicative for locations where stable water ice could be found. We find that for the larger227

part of the profile water ice is stable, also at surface level. The temperature profiles slowly228

converge with increasing depth and at 185 cm depth they are virtually identical, i.e. tem-229

perature does not change anymore with the diurnal, seasonal and precessional cycle (see230

Fig. 6d and Table 1). Between 11 cm and 185 cm depth (Fig. 6b,c) a growing patch of231

potential water ice can be found right on the crater rim which would be a prime desti-232

nation for a future landed mission. Generally, locations with extended and continuous233

periods of illumination are found at the crater rim offering the possibility to charge bat-234

teries of rovers and landers relying on solar panels (Gläser et al., 2014, 2018). Hence, rovers235

with drilling capabilities could reach such potentially water-ice-bearing sites on the rim236

without traversing down the steep walls of Shackleton crater. Although temperatures237

would allow for water ice to be stable at a vast area inside the PSR of Shackleton and238

also at shallow depth on its crater rim, there is no scientific consent whether or not wa-239

ter ice is at all present (e.g. Haruyama et al., 2008; Zuber et al., 2012; Thomson et al.,240

2012; Haruyama et al., 2013; Spudis et al., 2013).241
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Figure 5. Depth-to-ice (depth at which T < 110 K) in centimeters for the central south polar

RoI derived from 30 stacked maximum temperature maps from surface level down to 185 cm

depth. In PSRs potential ice can generally be found at surface level, e.g. Shackleton crater. At

2/3 of the shown area water ice could be stable at depth shallower than 1 m.

3.3 Hydrogen maps242

Temperature alone is not compelling evidence in the search for lunar water ice. As243

a second constraint we incorporate LEND observations. LEND measures the neutron244

leakage of the Moon allowing the detection of hydrogen present within the upper ≈ 1 m245

of regolith (Litvak et al., 2016). Sanin et al. (2017) introduced the suppression param-246

eter ξ which represents the ratio between the average neutron counting within LEND’s247

field-of-view to the average neutron counting of a hydrogen-poor reference area. Maps248

of the suppression parameter ξ are shown in Fig. 7. Note the 3 selected NSRs at each249

pole that have distinctively lower counts than their surrounding. Here the lower counts250

stem from a relatively larger hydrogen abundance, presumably water ice, efficiently mod-251

erating the neutron flux. However, the central south polar RoI including Shackleton crater252

does not show distinct neutron suppression although temperatures would allow for sta-253

ble surficial water ice (see Figs. 4,5). The central north polar RoI shows faint neutron254

suppression along the equator-facing rim of Peary crater. However, suppression param-255

eters found outside NSRs are usually > 10 % lower, e.g. ξ ≈ 0.8 inside NSRs and ξ ≈256

0.9 in areas showing lower neutron counts but were not classified as NSRs.257

3.4 Synthesis258

If LEND data shows ancient water ice content of the lunar upper ≈ 1 m of regolith259

and water ice is stable for geological time-scales at temperatures below 110 K then cor-260

relation is expected between (sub-)surface temperature and LEND’s neutron count maps261

and derivatives of it, e.g. neutron suppression maps. Consequently we compared our tem-262
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Figure 6. Profile through Shackleton crater as indicated by the black lines in Fig. 4. Each

plot shows (black) the topographic profile, (red) maximum temperature profile, (green) average

temperature profile, (blue) minimum temperature profile and (cyan) the location on the topo-

graphic profile at which water ice can be stable. Profiles correspond to (a) surface, (b) 2.25 cm

depth, (c) 11 cm depth and (d) 185 cm depth.

perature maps at each of the 30 layers to LEND neutron suppression maps to reveal the263

range of depths at which both maps correlate best. Based on the fact that the LCROSS264

impact site (longitude −48.7093 ◦, latitude −84.6796 ◦ (Marshall et al., 2011)) at which265

water ice concentrations of ≈ 5.6± 2.9 % by mass (Colaprete et al., 2010) were found266

lies in a region of suppression parameters ξ <= 0.83 , we define this value as a clear sign267

of water ice (see Fig.A5). The model by Sanin et al. (2017) suggests that a suppression268

parameter of ξ = 0.83 corresponds to 0.37 % by mass of water uniformly distributed269

in the subsurface soil. They also show that by increasing the thickness of the dry top270

layer and placing the ice uniformly below it, the water ice concentrations of ≈ 5.6±2.9 %271

by mass measured by LCROSS can be reproduced.272

For our analysis we derived maximum temperatures over the 19 year period and273

mapped possible water ice locations based on temperature (where T <= 110 K) and274

on neutron suppression parameters (where ξ <= 0.83 ) at four different depths for our275

eight polar RoIs (see Figs. A1-A8). We chose to display depth layers at surface level, 2.25 cm,276

11 cm and 95 cm depth up to which LEND is able to detect the presence of hydrogen.277

The central polar RoIs which are not classified as NSRs are shown in Figs. A1,A2. The278

three chosen south polar NSRs can be labeled as ’classical’ NSRs; they reside within the279

PSRs of large, cold crater floors, see Fig. A3-A5. Our three north polar NSRs, however,280

can be labeled as atypical since they are all found in non-PSR areas, see Fig. A6-A8.281

At each site and depth layer we also determined the overlap of areas which define282

potential water ice reservoirs, either by temperature (T <= 110 K) or by suppression283
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Figure 7. Maps of suppression parameter ξ derived from neutron counts measured by LEND.

RoIs are shown within white boxes. (left) North polar map of ξ with the central RoI and three

NSRs denoted as Fibiger, Whipple and Peary. The gray areas are left out due to poor statics of

neutron measurements in these regions (see Sanin et al. (2017)). (right) South polar map of ξ

with the central RoI and three NSRs denoted as Cabeus, Haworth and Shoemaker.

parameter (ξ <= 0.83 ). As we have no information at which depth or range of depths284

the suppression parameter is prevalent, i.e. where the hydrogen reservoir is located, we285

want to constrain those boundaries with our study. For this purpose we derived growth286

rates for the fraction of the overlapping areas of potential water ice with increasing depth287

(Fig. 8). We defined that if the overlapping fraction grows less than 0.1 %/cm with in-288

creasing depth then we consider to have found the lower boundary of the suppression289

region.290

For the south polar NSRs it is noticeable that large parts of the areas confined by291

the contour lines of T = 110 K and ξ = 0.83 are coincident at surface level already292

(see also Table B1). Especially at Haworth crater the strong hydrogen signal is completely293

within the contour lines of T = 110 K, which we interpret as evidence for (near-)surficial294

water ice. Here, deeper layers might not add a significant contribution to the observed295

LEND signal. At Shoemaker crater, areas confined by the contour lines of T = 110 K296

and ξ = 0.83 at surface level overlap 72.4 % (see Table B1) but there is still a strong297

hydrogen signal where surface temperatures are too hot. At 11 cm depth the area within298

the T = 110 K contour line matches well with the area confined by the ξ = 0.83 con-299

tour line, indicative for LEND’s observed hydrogen signal stemming from the top ≈ 10−300

20 cm layers of regolith, including the surface itself. In fact, we find that below 19 cm depth301

the overlapping area of the neutron suppression region ξ <= 0.83 and cold tempera-302

tures T <= 110 K has reached 95.56 % (see Table B1). Here, at greater depths the over-303

lap does not significantly grow any further, i.e. the growth rate drops below our chosen304

limit of 0.1 %/cm (see Fig. 8b). At Cabeus crater, for which we definitely know that wa-305

ter ice is present, we find a good match between the areas confined by contour lines of306

T = 110 K and ξ = 0.83 at surface level and also at 2.25 cm depth (see Fig. A5). Here307

we find that growth rates are marginal below depths of 11 cm where the overlap reaches308

98.51 % (see Table B1). Based on these results we suggest that water ice is already present309

within the upper ≈ 10 cm at Cabeus crater.310

For the atypical NSRs at the north pole we encounter a vastly different scenario.311

As mentioned before the NSRs reside in non-PSR areas and their existence and devel-312

opment is much harder to explain. In general the suppression parameter ξ is fainter than313
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Figure 8. Growth rates in %/cm of the overlapped fraction of NSRs by layers of cold temper-

atures (T < 110 K). Left: north polar craters Peary (red), Fibiger (blue) and Whipple (green).

Right: south polar craters Shoemaker (red), Haworth (blue) and Cabeus (green). The atypical

NSRs at the north pole continue to grow their overlapped area with cold layers in depths below

10 cm. For the classical NSRs at the south pole growth rates decrease quickly below depths of

≈ 4 cm. Note the excessive growth rates of Cabeus in the first 2 cm where the absolute overlap

grows by ≈ 30 %.

for the three pronounced south polar NSRs. Further there is a complete lack of corre-314

lation of the areas confined by the contour lines of T = 110 K and ξ = 0.83 at sur-315

face level, as was expected due to occasional direct illumination. For instance, the over-316

lap of the contoured areas at surface level lie between 5.56−10.62 % in contrast to 52.49−317

100 % at the south polar NSRs (see Table B1). For the NSRs near Whipple and Fibiger318

crater the first layer at which areas with temperatures at T = 110 K that visually over-319

lap with the suppression region occur at 11 cm depth, see Figs. A6c,A7c. Growth rates320

continue but are low towards the deepest layer at 95 cm depth (see Fig. 8a). As LEND321

can measure down to such depths the observed signal could be explained by the existence322

of water ice residing between these depth layers. From growth rates we find that at 65 cm323

depth at Whipple and 35 cm depth at Fibiger crater growth ceases at overlaps of 52.55 %324

and 67.28 %, respectively. Similarily, the NSR just outside Peary crater does show some325

near-surface temperature patterns at 11 cm depth (Fig. A8b) that could explain parts326

of the LEND signal but lower layers, e.g. at 95 cm depth can explain the observed sig-327

nal slightly better. For Peary we find that growth rates cease at a depth of 35 cm where328

a total overlap of 47.44 % is reached. This represents the lowest percentage in overlap329

of all six evaluated NSRs. Although we find correlations between suppression regions and330

cold temperature layers at the north polar NSRs, the results are not as convincing as for331

the south polar NSRs and the signal also seems to stem from wider and deeper layers,332

i.e. upper ≈ 35− 65 cm in contrast to upper ≈ 0− 19 cm for the south polar NSRs.333

Note, that we also produced temperature maps for even greater depths despite LEND’s334

inability to detect water from deeper layers than 1 m. It was found that the emerging335

temperature patterns do not differ significantly from the maps at 95 cm depth and would336

therefore not offer a better explanation for the shape and location of the NSRs. Further337

we showed that growth rates for the overlap of all NSRs with cold temperature layers338

cease above 1 m depth (see Table B1).339

Although the central polar regions both offer large areas with temperatures below340

110 K we find no significant neutron suppression and hence no sign for water ice (see Figs.341

A1,A2).342
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4 Discussion343

The co-evaluation of LEND’s suppression parameters with temperature clearly sup-344

ports the existence of (near-)surface water ice at our selected south polar NSRs. Here,345

the ’classical’ theory of how wet PSRs come into existence seems to hold; water molecules346

migrate via ballistic hops (Butler et al., 1993; Butler, 1997) from anywhere on the lu-347

nar surface towards the poles and accumulate on the cold surfaces within PSRs (Watson348

et al., 1961). From growth rates in Fig. 8 we conclude that ice at the NSRs of Shoemaker349

and Cabeus is mostly concentrated within the upper 4 cm after which growth rates sharply350

decreases and ceases at 19 cm. Most impressively is the absolute growth of 30 % in over-351

lap at Cabeus crater within the top 2 cm depth (see Fig. 8 and Table B1). The NSR within352

the PSR of Haworth crater suggests water ice is present at surface level. However we know353

from previous studies (e.g. Mitrofanov et al., 2012) that not all PSRs in return are NSRs,354

i.e. host significant amount of water ice.355

For our north polar NSRs the accumulation mechanism must differ from the south356

polar NSRs since here surface temperatures are too high for water ice to become trapped.357

We further note that our selected NSRs all reside on relatively warmer equator-facing358

slopes at which generally no water ice is found (Rubanenko et al., 2019). Nevertheless359

LEND shows a clear sign of water at those sites and we could show with this study that360

temperatures in the near sub-surface are such that water ice can be stable. One plau-361

sible scenario would be that water molecules at those locations are efficiently buried. In362

accordance we find that growth rates remain active to greater depths than at the south363

polar NSRs (see Fig. 8). Interestingly, growth rates also decrease beyond a similar depth364

as reported for the south pole, i.e. 4 cm, suggesting that favorable temperatures for wa-365

ter ice are generally found within the top few centimeters. However, the decrease in growth366

rates is significantly slower than at the south pole and growth continues to depths of up367

to 65 cm. In fact, Schorghofer and Aharonson (2014) found that water molecules can be368

pumped down into the sub-surface by diurnal temperature cycles under very specific cir-369

cumstances. They found that ideal conditions for pumping emerge if the mean surface370

temperature is below 105 K and the maximum surface temperature is above 120 K. Al-371

though they report that such temperature regimes are commonly found on pole-facing372

slopes they also found that within a few degrees of the poles pumping is actually pre-373

ferred on equator-facing slopes. As stated before, our selected north polar NSRs all re-374

side on equator-facing slopes within a few degrees of the poles and we find that ≈ 40−375

60 % of the surface area confined by the suppression parameter (ξ <= 0.83 ) do indeed376

offer such ideal pumping conditions. Since the areas where ice pumping occur comple-377

ment the areas where water ice can be stable, i.e. the areas do not overlap, the total sur-378

face area of the NSRs for which we can either find stable water ice or find ice pumping379

amounts to ≈ 45−70 %. Those numbers are found again at 65 cm depth where we de-380

fined the lower boundary for water ice by ceasing growth rates (compare to Table B1).381

Note that the ice pump is inactive below ≈ 20 cm and lower layers of ice need to be buried382

by a different mechanism, e.g. mass wasting event. We note that this mechanism is also383

active at the south polar NSRs at the smaller fractions where the NSRs are occasion-384

ally in sunlight, e.g. Shoemaker and Cabeus crater (see Fig. A3, A5). Here the total per-385

centage of NSR overlap at the surface, either with temperature or ice pumping, amounts386

to ≈ 98−100 %. Similar values are again found at our defined lower boundaries for wa-387

ter ice (compare to Table B1).388

5 Conclusion389

This study confirms previous observations that temperature alone is not a sufficient390

predictor of the distribution of ice deposits. For instance, we showed that water ice lo-391

cations predicted solely by maximum temperature do not always coincide with NSRs iden-392

tified by LEND, insinuating that maximum temperature might not be the only or main393

driver for the accumulation of water ice. Further there is a significant difference in the394
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locations where NSRs are found at each pole. Our selected south polar NSRs all follow395

the ’classical’ view that water ice only accumulates in the cold, polar PSRs. Our selected396

north polar NSRs drastically differ in that none of them are found in a PSR. Although397

we can show that their existence can be described by ice pumping and subsequent ac-398

cumulation at cold layers in the sub-surface, it is unclear why the polar regions differ in399

such way. We suspect that the accumulation process of water ice in just some of the south400

polar PSRs and in generally not in north polar PSRs seems to stem from an unconnected401

and local rather than an ubiquitous and global process since the thermal environment402

is comparable in all polar PSRs.403

Although temperature cannot point to water ice reservoirs alone it is an essential404

pre-condition for water ice and always needs to be evaluated to support other observa-405

tions. In conclusion we could show that the six NSRs investigated in this study coincide406

with temperature maps which allow for water ice or ice pumping, either at surface level407

or within the first meter of regolith.408
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Appendix A Figures409

  

Figure A1. Central south polar RoI. (Left) Maximum temperature. (Middle) Possible lo-

cations for water ice (T <= 110 K) and (right) LEND neutron suppression parameter map

at surface level. The areas where T <= 110 K are contoured in black, however, no significant

neutron suppression can be found (i.e. ξ <= 0.83 ).

  

Figure A2. Central north polar RoI. (Left) Maximum temperature. (Middle) Possible lo-

cations for water ice (T <= 110 K) and (right) LEND neutron suppression parameter map

at surface level. The areas where T <= 110 K are contoured in black, however, no significant

neutron suppression can be found (i.e. ξ <= 0.83 ).
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Figure A3. South polar crater Shoemaker. (Left) Maximum temperature. (Middle) Possible

locations for water ice (T <= 110 K) and (right) LEND neutron suppression parameter map

at (a) surface level, (b) 2.25 cm, (c) 11 cm and (d) 95 cm. The areas where T <= 110 K and

ξ <= 0.83 are contoured in black and red, respectively.
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Figure A4. South polar crater Haworth. (Left) Maximum temperature. (Middle) Possible lo-

cations for water ice (T <= 110 K) and (right) LEND neutron suppression parameter map at (a)

surface level, (b) 2.25 cm, (c) 11 cm and (d) 95 cm. The areas where T <= 110 K and ξ <= 0.83

are contoured in black and red, respectively.
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Figure A5. South polar crater Cabeus. The LCROSS impact site is indicated by a white

cross. (Left) Maximum temperature. (Middle) Possible locations for water ice (T <= 110 K)

and (right) LEND neutron suppression parameter map at (a) surface level, (b) 2.25 cm, (c) 11 cm

and (d) 95 cm. The areas where T <= 110 K and ξ <= 0.83 are contoured in black and red,

respectively.
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Figure A6. Area outsides north polar crater Whipple. (Left) Maximum temperature. (Mid-

dle) Possible locations for water ice (T <= 110 K) and (right) LEND neutron suppression param-

eter map at (a) surface level, (b) 2.25 cm, (c) 11 cm and (d) 95 cm. The areas where T <= 110 K

and ξ <= 0.83 are contoured in black and red, respectively.
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Figure A7. Area outsides north polar crater Fibiger. (Left) Maximum temperature. (Middle)

Possible locations for water ice (T <= 110 K) and (right) LEND neutron suppression parameter

map at (a) surface level, (b) 2.25 cm, (c) 11 cm and (d) 95 cm. The areas where T <= 110 K and

ξ <= 0.83 are contoured in black and red, respectively.
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Figure A8. Area outsides north polar crater Peary. (Left) Maximum temperature. (Middle)

Possible locations for water ice (T <= 110 K) and (right) LEND neutron suppression parameter

map at (a) surface level, (b) 2.25 cm, (c) 11 cm and (d) 95 cm. The areas where T <= 110 K and

ξ <= 0.83 are contoured in black and red, respectively.
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Appendix B Table410

Overlap in % of NSRs with cold layers (T <= 110 K) at
south pole north pole

Depth [cm] Shoemaker Haworth Cabeus Whipple Fibiger Peary
0.0000 72.40 100.00 52.49 5.56 10.62 9.88
0.2500 72.73 100.00 54.99 5.82 11.67 12.56
0.7500 73.59 100.00 63.76 6.71 13.68 14.42
1.2500 74.49 100.00 71.95 8.20 15.67 17.79
1.7500 75.43 100.00 78.40 9.73 17.75 21.03
2.2500 76.43 100.00 81.27 11.05 20.15 22.42
2.7500 77.63 100.00 83.28 12.62 23.14 23.61
3.2500 79.26 100.00 85.19 14.35 26.90 24.86
3.7500 81.58 100.00 86.91 16.41 30.87 26.22
4.2500 83.56 100.00 88.99 18.19 34.55 27.73
4.7500 85.45 100.00 91.33 19.99 38.06 28.95
5.5000 87.46 100.00 94.05 22.66 41.95 30.45
6.5000 89.58 100.00 96.28 25.53 46.71 32.45
7.5000 91.45 100.00 97.02 28.14 50.58 34.03
8.5000 92.75 100.00 97.74 30.18 53.41 35.56
9.5000 93.42 100.00 98.33 31.80 55.78 36.92
11.0000 94.10 100.00 98.51 33.91 58.21 38.83
13.0000 94.65 100.00 98.57 37.01 60.14 40.48
15.0000 95.03 100.00 98.68 39.65 61.81 41.85
17.0000 95.32 100.00 98.73 41.30 63.13 42.76
19.0000 95.56 100.00 98.82 42.88 63.95 43.74
22.5000 95.90 100.00 98.86 44.91 65.24 44.97
27.5000 96.34 100.00 98.88 46.81 66.17 46.11
35.0000 96.79 100.00 98.91 48.62 67.28 47.29
45.0000 97.19 100.00 98.96 50.09 67.97 48.00
65.0000 97.74 100.00 99.03 52.55 69.03 48.89
95.0000 98.05 100.00 99.04 53.09 69.13 49.01

Table B1. Overlap of LEND suppression regions of ξ <= 0.83 and areas with temperatures

T <= 110 K given in percentages. For the south polar NSRs growth rates cease (g < 0.1 %/cm)

within the upper 19 cm. At the north polar NSRs growth rates continue up to depths of 65 cm,

i.e. at least three-times deeper than at the south polar NSRs. The depths at which growth rates

cease at each site are presented in bold.
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